
SESSION 10. A FUNCTION TO 
EVERY GENE

Royal blood and order in 
the sequence universe



A letter written by Yevgeny Botkin, the family doctor of 
Russian royal family

The boy is in such indescribable pain day and night that no one from 
among his closest relatives, though they do not spare themselves, has the 
strength to bear looking after him too long, not to mention his mother, with 
her chronically ill heart… ….  



Haemophilia in Russian royal family

¨ Alexei, the son of the Nicholas II and Alexandra and the 
successor to the throne of all Russians, suffered from a congenital 
bleeding disease (Haemophilia)

¨ The defect is a missing or malfunctioning blood-clotting factor.
¨ The particular Haemophilia that affected Alexei is a genetic 

disease linked to the X.
¨ For this reason, it is more prevalent in males.



Haemophilia in England, Spain, and Russian royal 
families

Last survivor with H. Car accident
A whole family were 
assassinated



More details about Haemophilia

¨ Haemophilia A – Deficiency in the activity of coagulation 
factor VIII.

¨ Haemophilia B (Christmas disease) deficiency in the activity of 
factor IX.

¨ Both A and B are X-linked
¨ Based on the pedigree, Alexei was likely to have had either 

one.
¨ In 2009 study, found that Alexei suffered from haemophilia B.
¨ The mutation in factor IX alters RNA splicing which leads to 

production of truncated form.



Blood-clotting factors

Enzymatic cascade à at each step 
a molecular signal is amplified à
Efficient and rapid response to an 
early trauma.

Each enzyme has proteolytic activity

Extrinsic and Intrinsic pathways 
are related each other in their 
biochemical properties and their 
sequence and domain structure.

à They are related by evolution 
(gene duplication)





Protein domain architecture of blood clotting enzymes

Structure of blood coagulation factor IX

• Four PAN domains
à Mediate a number of interaction 

with other proteins
• One serine-protease domain
à Proteolysis of factor X

http://pfam.xfam.org
http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do



Protein domain architecture

¨ A majority of proteins are built from more than one domain.
¨ Domain architecture – a sequence of protein domains.
¨ In the view of evolution, the domains are like Lego pieces to 

assemble something.

¨ Chromosomal rearrangement promotes the evolution of proteins 
in the domain levels à Chimeric genes…



Bioinformatics of protein domains

BLAST is not enough sensitive to identify homologous domains because the 
aa sequences can be rapidly evolved as long as they maintain their 3D 
structures. 

Therefore, protein sequences may have as little as 5-10% of sequence 
identity, although they are evolutionarily related.

à A suggested approach: based on profiles (or position-specific scoring 
matrices, PSSMs)

à For a family of evolutionarily related protein sequences., a statistical 
model (or PSSM) from MSA is created. 



PSSM (or PWM)

A matrix of vectors of the size k (4 for NT; 20 for aa) X the sequence length.

PWM
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Use of PSSM (or PWM)

Given an unknown, uncharacterized protein,

We can search it against a library of the PWM profiles, and thereby learn about the 
structural and functional properties of the protein.

Profile-based search programs
¨ position-specific iterated BLAST (PSI-BLAST; Altschul et al., 1997)

¤ Two steps: 1) regular BLAST search against protein DB 2) PSI-BLAST using a profile from hits 
and iteration of 2)

¨ Profile Hidden Markov Models (HMMER; Eddy et al., 1998)
¤ A formal probabilistic framework of PSI-like search



PSI-BLAST

E-value cut-off



Profiled HMM

Training HMM

Optimal path π
using DP



Hidden Markov Model

Hidden states (latent)

Observable states
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HMMer

Pfam download (HMM profiles)

Building HMM profile
fastacmd -i bc_seqid.txt -d swissprot >clotting.fa
clustalw2 clotting.fa
hmmbuild clotting.hmm clotting.aln



clotting.hmm



HMMer

HMM profile indexing

Searching HMM profile with a query sequence
hmmscan --domtblout query.tab clotting.hmm query.fa

hmmpress clotting.hmm

query.tab





parse_hmmscan.py

[jwnam@biglab-master Session9]$ python parse_hmmscan.py test.tab
protname len domname begin end
FA7_HUMAN 466 clotting 27 121
FA7_HUMAN 466 clotting 204 454


